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This powerful drawing by Bartolomeo Passarotti was undoubtedly intended as an autonomous work of
art, a virtuoso example of disegno finito. The figure is inspired by the statue of the river-god Euphrates
which forms part of the base of the Oceanus fountain in the Boboli Gardens, Florence. The sculptural
group, comprising of four figures, was executed by Giambologna between 1572 and 1576. Oceanus,
father of the river-gods, stands above his three supporting children: Nile, representing old age;
Euphrates, representing middle age; and Ganges, representing youth. An autograph reduced-scale
terracotta of the river-god Euphrates is now held the Rhode Island School of Design (inv. 44.674) and it
is likely that Passarotti drew his inspiration for the present drawing from this terracotta or from another
small-scale version of the larger statue.

The present sheet is one of three drawings by Passarotti inspired by the fountain group. These
drawings of large, isolated figures are formed with Passarotti’s typically assured combination of pen
and ink cross-hatching with strongly defined sculptural definition. The second of the drawings is in the
Musée du Louvre, Paris (Höper 1987, Z 285). The drawing has near identical dimensions to the present
sheet (445 x 371 mm; 442 x 381 mm) and it depicts the same figure, although from a frontal viewpoint.
In the Louvre drawing, Passarotti has transformed Euphrates from a river-god into the Olympian Jupiter.
The third drawing, the smallest in scale, is in the British Museum, London (Höper 1987, Z 133). In this
drawing the figure’s pose is loosely derived from Giambologna's Ganges, and the river-god has been
transformed into a Saint Jerome. In the present drawing, the thick curled hair of Giambologna’s river-
god has been replaced with a Phrygian-style cap, an attribute that is seen in a number of Passarotti’s
drawings of the mid-1570s. In Homère et l'énigme des pêcheurs, three such hats are seen, and the
frontal pose of Euphrates served as a model for one of the central figures in the composition (Höper
1987, Z 288). Here, elaborate drapery, theatrically suspended over the figure’s left shoulder. is added to
the figure. The figure itself is firmly rooted on solid ground, losing the ewer between its legs and all fluvial
associations.
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